MOVING Floors



This stylish pool was built by the London
Swimming Pool Company in an architect
designed purpose-built hall in Wimbledon.

W

hen is a swimming pool not a
swimming pool? When it is a
concert hall, a ballroom or a big
screen cinema.
It is no exaggeration to say the flexibility
of the moveable pool floors and bulkhead
has revolutionised the swimming pool
industry.
No longer do static pools need to sit idle
when no one is in the water. Instead, often at
the touch of a button, they can be changed
from one moment offering a deep plunge
pool for high divers, followed by an aqua
aerobics class, followed by a swimming club
training session – or even all three at the
same time by varying the pool floor depths.
Press another button and a floor magically
rises from the water as the pool is
transformed into a dry decked surface for
seated events with a multiple of uses from
band practice to dance rehearsals to large
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corporate or community meetings – the
possibilities are simply limitless.

CAPITAL VALUE
Investing in moving floors will represent a
substantial capital investment. Even the
budget option of moveable bulkheads
involve a significant outlay.
These initial costs need to be balanced by
the increased capacity of water use –
dividing the pool itself into multiple-use
space that is utilised to its maximum
potential.
In addition to increasing activities,
moveable floors can also offer improved
access to swimmers with physical disabilities
who can more independently use the pool,


No wet feet to be seen as these talented
young musicians rehearse in the
Wimbledon pool house cum concert hall.

MOVING Floors
 The moveable floor automatically locks into place with air driven locking pins and
suddenly the spacious building is ready for dry use.

Flexible

FRIENDS
Moving floors have much to offer
the residential as well as the
commercial swimming pool sectors,
as Wendy Nottage reports…
avoiding undignified and often unpopular
winches and chair lifts.
These innovations mean a more lucrative
future for leisure centres suffering from the
old, but often true, adage that ‘swimming
pools never make money.’
Those who have grasped the concept of
moveable floors have seen pay-back on
installation costs in less than two years, say
some suppliers.
Now a firm favourite on commercial pool
new builds, a new trend is emerging, albeit
among the luxury end of the market, with
more and more residential pool owners
taking the plunge to double the use of their
private pool space.
A startling example is this SPATA 2006
Gold Award-winning indoor pool in
Wimbledon that converts into a concert hall
for orchestral rehearsals.

This example has graced the pages of the
Financial Times and Wall Street Journal,
among others, and is being hailed worldwide
as the shape of things to come.
The moving floor allows a classical
orchestra to rehearse who previously staged
their rehearsals in a garden marquee.
Architect, Mike di Marco took on the
exacting project in June 2002, gaining
planning approval in a conservation area, and
construction was completed within 18
months.
London Swimming Pool Company fitted
the pool with Aquaterr working as the
moving floor contractor.
The 1.5 metre deep pool needed a pool
shell 2.250 metres deep to accommodate
floor / buoyancy sections with stainless steel
subframe, floor pulleys and stainless steel
cables.
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MOVING Floors
The London Swimming Pool Company
had not completed a project like this before
so it was a learning curve.
The 12m x 5m pool, if built today, has
been estimated to cost between £280,000 to
£310,000, without the building.
The pool owner says: “We were in the
planning stages of building an indoor pool
in our garden when we first heard about
moving floors.
“ To be able to use the pool floor for
parties, small concerts, and orchestral
rehearsals seemed ideal.
“With visiting grandchildren, it was also
important to be able to adjust the depth of
the water in the swimming pool to any level.
“Although not inexpensive, we consider
we get excellent value from it, because of the
diversity of use it allows.
“It’s like having a very large extra room as
part of your home.”
Another stunning example of a domestic
moveable floor is a £120,000 one, with self
depositing steps, fitted by Essex company
ADM to a Guncast swimming pool at a
private home in Dorking.
The exacting project cost a total of £3m
for the pool, Atrium and moving floor,
which transforms into a ballroom.
The complex stainless steel mechanism is
instantly operated at the pressing of a button
and, with the depth illuminated in the
control panel; any depth from 0 to 1.5
metres is achievable.
When the floor goes up pins engage in
the pool floor and when it goes down the
pins then automatically disengage, with
buoyancy packs used to “float” the floor.
Jack Harding, Guncast Director, said:
“The pool build and tiling was extremely
difficult because of the rounded end shape
of the pool.
“It was tiled with Cleopatra gold leaf
mosaic tiles and, because of its shape and
there being no corners, the tiles had to be
fitted in 20mm modules.
“Equally, the pool wall had to be perfectly
smooth to a fraction of a millimetre so that
the moving floor would not snag on it.”
This prestigious pool won awards in the
contracting industry for project of the year
and site manager of the year.
ADM director Keith Austin says: “At the
moment domestic moveable pool floors are
only being fitted by those with deep
pockets.
“But the same cannot be said of local
authorities and leisure centre operators.
Keith said: “The Sports Council will not
now provide any Lottery funding for new
public pools unless they have got a moving
floor.



The self depositing steps are an integral feature of this rounded end 4m x 11m private
pool in Dorking which benefits from infinitely variable depths.

“It is just not economically viable, standalone swimming pools lose fortunes.”

SPLASH DANCING
ADM designs, manufactures and installs
moveable pool floors and bulkheads, both
in the UK and abroad.
Keith said: “The depth of water required
in a public pool varies from as little as
100mm and up to 5000mm.
“Splash dancing, water aerobics, toddlers
learning to swim, competitive swimming,
sub aqua, synchronised swimming, under
water hockey and diving, to name a few, all
require different water depths.
“The inclusion of a moveable floor in a
new or existing complex, although always a
considerable capital expense, pays for itself
between six months and two years.”
Typical of this is a municipal pool at
Bury Leisure centre where ADM fitted a
bulkhead at 25m and a moveable floor on
the other part of the pool to allow multiple
leisure use, at a cost of £180,000.
Keith said entrapment and access to the
floor mechanism were not possible.
But he stressed: “ The public must,
however, be made fully aware that a moving
floor is incorporated and the depth of water
may vary as indicated and there must be
signs banning diving.”
MARKET FORCES
Erik Vos, senior product manager for
Dutch moveable floor company Variopool
said: “It’s a madhouse out there at the
moment.
“This year and next year we are doing
twice as many as we normally do.
“The UK is our second largest market,



Safety first! –Two of the steps are
removable for cables to be serviced and
to allow divers access for maintenance.

we’ve done 55 jobs on UK pools so far and
have another 20 projects ongoing.
“Swimming pools are never really major
profit making enterprises – that’s why it is
so popular to have a moveable floor.
“Having a 2m deep pool sitting there
empty is no good when it can be used for
things like aqua jogging, underwater hockey
and scuba diving training.
“Whereas a 4m to 5m deep diving pool
used for a few hours a week and then
abandoned can be used for so many other
things if it has a floor.
“The floors double as a pool cover so you
don’t need 24 hour supervisory staff and
there will not be any accidents with
children falling in the pool for example.” 
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